
Lead RC – Accident Scene Manager 1/2015 
 
Assign other riders in the group: 

1. If first aid or CPR training – assign to help injured 
2. Assign 1 or 2 to control traffic behind  
3. Assign 1 to control traffic ahead 
4. Assign 911 caller if no cell coverage-send female to the 

nearest house to call. 
5. Assign to make HOG/Towing company calls 

 
Provide a clear area for ambulance/fire/police near site 

 Get bikes out of the way 

 Look for hazardous material spills 
o If flammable – declare NO SMOKING  

 Locate an area large enough for a helicopter nearby.  
 

Personally check on any injured 

 Do not permit helmet to be removed unless there are 
breathing issues and CPR is required  

 If the helmet was removed – send it with the injured in 
the ambulance. 

 Assure them we have help coming 

 Assure them we will manage their bike/belongings 
 
The goal is to have the injured treated within 60 minutes of the 
injury. 
 
When EMT/Ambulance/Police arrive, tell them you are in 
charge of the riders and will help them in any way. 
 
Take pictures of the injured and scene before parts are moved, 
take pictures of skid marks, etc, etc 
 
Work with the Police to help them complete their reports.  
Have other riders refer the police to you if they are asked 
questions. 

 Let the Police look for ID, Insurance, Registration, etc in 
wallets or on the bike.    



1. Assigned to help injured 
 
DO NOT remove helmet unless breathing issue and must 
perform CPR.  (3 people are required to remove the helmet) 
U- Urgent, Determine if which injuries are major or minor 
 If major it is urgent 
 If unsure it is urgent 
A- Airway Check to see if airway is impeded. 
 If impeded, clear it without removing helmet if possible 
B- Breathing Determine if breathing  
 Listen, watch chest, and feel for air movement 
C-Circulation Can you detect a heartbeat? 
 Check carotid (throat) pulse first 
 Check wrist pulse second 
C- Cervical Spine Immobilization 
 Support the person’s head and assure it is not moved 
Repeat the above every 5 minutes and record results. 
 

Tell them not to move, not even to shake the head in response 
to questions.   
Control Bleeding, immobilize fractures. 
 
Communicate what is going on around them and assure them 
we have help on the way.  Assume the unconscious can hear 
your comments. 
Tell them who you are, and that you are there to help them. 
Assure them the situation is under control and they will be OK. 
Assure them we will take care of their belongings and the bike. 
Ask them questions on data sheet and record responses: 
 
If there is an appearance of shock:  

 Keep them warm, but not hot 

 If no leg or spine injuries; elevate feet 6 inches 

Removing the Helmet (for CPR) 
Requires 3 people 

1. At the person’s side – gently elevates and holds the neck 
and head in a secure way so that it does not move. 

2. Above the helmet – to pull the helmet straight back 
without moving the neck or head. 

3. Opposite side – provides rolled up cloth or leather items 
to form a pillow to cradle the neck and head in a way 
there is no movement. 

 
Person 1 removes glasses, undoes chin straps, and anything 
that may interfere with the helmet removal.  Person 2 is 
preventing the movement of the head/helmet at this time. 
 
Person 2 pulls helmet gently in a controlled manor using care to 
not get caught on the nose. 
 
Person 3 inserts the rolled up pillow. 
 
Person 1 thrusts the jaw bone forward with thumbs and starts 
CPR, while person 2 is preventing motion of the head and neck. 
 

 



2. Assigned to control traffic behind 
 
Wear a visibility vest, or bright clothing.    
 
Stand in a visible position so that traffic can see you clearly from 
both directions. 
 
Move far enough back from the accident that large trucks can 
make a controlled stop. 
 
Coordinate traffic flow with the person controlling traffic ahead 
 May need a phone if no line of sight 
 Direct emergency vehicles when they arrive

3.  Assigned to control traffic ahead 
 
Wear a visibility vest, or bright clothing.    
 
Stand in a visible position so that traffic can see you clearly from 
both directions. 
 
Move far enough forward from the accident that large trucks can 
make a controlled stop. 
 
Coordinate traffic flow with the person controlling traffic behind 
 May need a phone if no line of sight 
 Direct emergency vehicles when they arrive 



4. Assigned to make the 911 call  
 
Stay on the line with 911 operator until 911 hangs up 
 
Find a location near the scene with a good signal, if no or poor 
signal, go to a nearby house. 
 
Communicate: 
 There has been a motorcycle accident 
 There are X people injured 
 Request ambulance(s) 
 Give precise location information 

 Route, and nearest cross street/mile marker 
 Do we need Jaws of Life?    

Fire Department to flush hazardous fluids? 
 Relay information from person attending the injured 
 Report any power lines or gas lines involved

5.  Assigned to contact HOG/Towing Company 
 
Call the following in order: 

1. Towing company for the bike 
2. HOG Director, or Asst HOG Dir, or Head RC, or Safety 

Officer 
3. Lead Road Captains in other Groups on the ride 

 May need to leave voicemail 
 
Information to communicate: 

a) There was an accident 
b) Who was involved 
c) How serious the injuries are 
d) Which hospital will treat the injured 
a) Where the bike (tow truck) will go 
b) How delayed the group will be 

 
 


